
BEAVER CREEK PARKING UPDATE 
“I’m an employee, how do I park at Beaver Creek this season?” 

 
Where is the new employee-only parking lot? 

 The Wolf Lot is exclusively reserved for on-duty employees heading to Beaver Creek Village as their final destination. This 
will be the first time employees of Beaver Creek will have a specifically designated parking location that is not intermingled 
with guests. 

 The Little Bear Lot will be reserved exclusively for Bachelor Gulch employee parking. These employees will continue to 
enjoy an exclusive direct shuttle between the Little Bear Lot and The Ritz-Carlton, Bachelor Gulch. 

 Arrowhead Village will reserve 46 spaces for on-duty employee-only parking.  

 Employees who are provided parking elsewhere for their positions are not eligible for access stickers for the Wolf or Little 
Bear lots. 

 
Who is eligible to park in the employee lots? 

 Employee parking is open to all ON-DUTY resort employees. That includes Vail Resorts employees, Vail Resorts Retail 
employees, merchant employees, and lodging employees. Keep in mind that the Wolf/LittleBear/Arrowhead Lot is for ON-
DUTY employees only. 

 Free employee parking in the Wolf Lot is a privilege currently afforded by all employees. Employee abuse of the Wolf or 
Little Bear Lots on their days off risks their removal of future parking privileges in the employee lot and potentially the loss 
of all future free employee parking.   

 
How do I obtain an employee parking sticker for the employee lots? 

 All employees who work in Beaver Creek or Bachelor Gulch who do not have parking elsewhere in the resort (such as at a 
lodging property, BC service center, AH maintenance facility, etc.) and require use of employee parking lots will be 
required to obtain a sticker to identify their vehicle as an authorized employee vehicle. All employees must complete a form 
with their Manager’s approval. Signed forms can be brought to Public Safety. 

 Each employee will be issued one sticker to be used on the vehicle they typically drive to work. In the case when an 
employee needs to bring a different vehicle to work, please leave a note on the dash with their name, department or 
business name, and sticker number to avoid enforcement of unauthorized parking. 

 
What happens if the employee lots are full when I get there, and I need to get to work? 

 Please communicate with Public Safety for an alternative contingency plan. There will be Public Safety representatives at 
the lots, and dispatch can be reached at (970) 754-5848. Contingency plans will vary depending on specific daily 
conditions. 

 
How will I get from the Wolf Lot to my destination within Beaver Creek?  

 Early-morning until 7:30 p.m. – Exclusive, dedicated shuttle running between the Wolf Lot and BC Village (interim stop at 
the Landing to pick up at Tarnes Employee housing).  

 There will be no guests displacing employees on busses unless a guest happens to board at the Landing, which is rare. 

 
What if I work a late night shift? 

 Employees whose shifts conclude after 7:30 p.m. and have parked in the Elk or Bear Lot will access their vehicle parked in 
the guest lots via the guest shuttles (assuming they arrive after 1 p.m.).   

 If employees park in the Wolf Lot and their shift ends late, they must ride the guest shuttle to the Bear Lot where they can 
transfer to the Bachelor Gulch employee shuttle, which will stop on request at the Wolf Lot. 

 
It’s my day off and I want to ski/ride at Beaver Creek – what do I do? 

 For the best value, resort employees may purchase a 10-day unrestricted parking pass for $50.00 for use in the Bear lot 
when visiting the resort on their days off. This represents a 50 percent discount compared to the daily flat rate. 


